
14/8 - Lecture 2  - Assessing M&A Outcomes  
 

→ What is a successful deal?  
↳ Success of a deal will often be measured by reference to the shareholders of the 2 primary 

parties  
⇢ ie. was value created for the acquirer’s and target’s shareholders?  

↳ There may be other considerations - good and bad  
⇢ Numerous motives for managers to pursue M&A  
⇢ Often it is relevant to consider other stakeholders who are also important and 

aggregate economic welfare  
⇢ Fiduciary responsibility of the firm’s board is to its shareholders  

→ Why is it difficult to generalise M&A outcomes?  
↳ The M&A decision is very likely related to the expected M&A outcome  

⇢ ie. the firm managers pursue an acquisition because of the expected outcome  
⇢ The decision and outcome are NOT independent  

↳ This then extends to many related M&A decisions (eg. financing, strategy, timing)  
→ Endogeneity in corporate finance research  

↳ Endogeneity:  when there is a correlation  between the explanatory variables and the error 
term in a regression  

⇢ ie. where the X-term correlates with the error term  
↳ This means that in a regression framework, our estimates may be biased and/or inconsistent  

⇢ Essentially, the results we get when undertaking research that is affected by 
endogeneity cannot be generalised (limited inference can be drawn)  

⇢ Methods do exist to overcome this  
↳ This relates to the problem of distinguishing between correlation and causation  
↳ There are 3 sources of endogeneity in corporate finance research  

⇢ Omitted variables  
- What factors might influence the success of an acquisition  

> Y axis may be eg. shareholder value  
> X axis may be many different variables, but cannot include all  

- Results in biased coefficients only if OV’s are correlated with included 
variables  

> eg. if X-axis was firm’s past success  
⇢ Simultaneity  

- ‘Acquisitions lead to lower firm-level innovation’  
> Post M&A, most firms invest less in innovation  

- Similar to reverse causality (but not the same)  
⇢ Measurement error  

- Perhaps an important determinant of the M&A outcome is the manager’s 
skill, in various areas such as:  

> Finding suitable M&A targets;  
> Managing the new firm appropriately to maximise synergies  

 



→ Research approaches to M&A outcomes  

→ Event study to test M&A Profitability  
↳ Weak form: Pafter  > Pbefore  

⇢ Unreliable, susceptible to confounding events  
- ie. other factors may impact price and skew results  

↳ Semi-strong form: ReturnsM&A > Returnsbenchmark  
⇢ Benchmark selection is an important consideration  

- May still be susceptible to confounding events  
⇢ Not perfect, but an improvement  

↳ Strong form: Return M&A > Return no M&A   
⇢ Perfect test in theory  
⇢ Not possible in reality as no 2 firms are the same  

Example: AOL - Time Warner  
→ Biggest merger deal in history when AOL purchased Time Warner for $165 bn in early 2000  

↳ AOL was one of the most valuable companies in the world; trading at a really high valuation  
↳ A few months later, the dot-com bubble burst  

⇢ AOL market value fell about $200 bn  
- Due to the fact that AOL was dial-up leader in a broadband world  

↳ Weak and semi-strong form tests indicate a huge destruction in value  
⇢ Cannot know what a strong form test would show  

→ Returns to target firm  shareholders  
↳ No patterns in target firm returns before deal  
↳ There is some price run up  in the week before the deal is announced  
↳ Over the 2-day announcement period, there is an average abnormal return of 23.4%  
↳ Literature find that average target returns range up to +50%  
↳ Cumulative abnormal return shows decline post announcement - potential overreaction 

→ The results are more mixed for acquirer firm shareholders  
↳ At announcement, there is no clear and consistent research evidence  
↳ At best, it might appear that the average effect is nothing  
↳ Longer term studies indicate a more negative outcome  

⇢ BUT, long-term studies are more exposed to confounding events, and interpretation 
of these results must be done carefully  



↳ Analysis of long term performance is inherently flawed, as it is impossible to isolate the 
effects of the event being studied  

↳ Studies use buy and hold returns (equal or value-weighted) and cumulative abnormal returns  
⇢ Long term price performance following merger is insignificantly different from zero  
⇢ Results are sensitive to estimation methods  

→ Net economic gain  
↳ Even though targets appear to reflect value creation, while acquirers may on average 

breakeven this does NOT necessarily mean that there is a net economic gain  
⇢ This is because acquirers are typically substantially larger than targets  

- So a large percentage gain to the target may be wiped out if the acquirer 
experiences even a small percentage loss  

↳ Using a portfolio approach to analysis, studies indicate modest net economic gains  
→ Combined return  

↳ Involves measuring the combined returns to explain the cause of mergers  
↳ This is influenced by many factors  

⇢ Positive:  synergy and efficiency  
⇢ Negative:  agency costs, managerial entrenchment  
⇢ Zero:  redistribution of wealth from bidder (hubris)  

↳ Most evidence suggests mergers have positive effects in the short term on average  

→ M&A Outcomes - did the merger create value ?  
↳ The evidence suggests that, on average, target shareholders benefit significantly and acquirers 

earn cost of capital  
⇢ The main question is how to measure performance  

↳ Share price is often seen to be the correct metric for measuring M&A performance  
⇢ It is the most objective metric  
⇢ BUT it focuses only on the benefit to shareholders of the target and the acquirer, 

despite the importance of other stakeholders to the M&A process  
⇢ ALSO, share price captures other considerations and factors, so may be skewed  

↳ The impact of the M&A transaction should be isolated from other events / factors  
⇢ Examine abnormal returns  
⇢ Use an ‘event study’ approach  

Event Study  
→ Measurement of abnormal returns   

↳ Residual analysis - tests whether returns to common stock of individual firms is greater or 
less than predicted by general market relationships between return and risk  

↳ Event period (period of days centred on announcement date)  
⇢ Identify event and its announcement day (day t0)  



↳ Length of event period involves a trade-off  
⇢ Longer period captures all effects on stock price of event but is subject to more 

noise  (confounding factors)  
→ Benchmarks  

↳ The post acquisition firm is different from the pre-acquisition entities  
⇢ Comparing the post acquisition performance of the merged firm with the 

pre-acquisition performance of the separate merging firms, requires a measure of 
shareholder value had the merger not occurred  

- Must have a control or benchmark   
- ie. what would be the expected return in the absence of the event? 

↳ Benchmark 1:  Mean-adjusted return  
↳ Benchmark 2:  Market-adjusted return  
↳ Benchmark 3:  Market-model return  
↳ Benchmark 4:  Other control samples  

⇢ eg. from a group of similar, non-merging firms  
⇢ Assumes that firms with similar characteristics will likely have similar performance  
⇢ NB: the characteristics used to choose control samples is imprecise and discretionary  

- Firms may share some common characteristics and still be widely different in 
their strategic posture, resources, capabilities and competitive advantage  

→ Mean-adjusted  and market-adjusted  returns  
↳ Estimate predicted (or normal/expected return) for each day U  and for each firm K  

⇢ Represents the return that would be expected in absence of the event  
⇢ Estimated using a “clean” period that does not include the event period  

1. Mean-adjusted  return  
⇢ The mean of daily returns for firm K  during the clean period  

2. Market-adjusted  return  
⇢ Predicted return is the return on the market index for that day  

→ Market model  
↳ Involves regression using returns for firm K  during clean period  

↳ The coefficients αj and β j must be estimated  
↳ This method takes explicit account of risk associated with both the market and mean returns  
↳ NB: the ‘market-adjusted’ method is just an approximation of the ‘market model’ method  

→ Calculating abnormal returns  
↳ Residual  

⇢ Abnormal return is the actual return minus predicted return  
⇢ That is, the value of the return that was unexpected or different from the return that 

would have been expected, if the event had not occurred   
↳ Average residual returns  

⇢ Measures residual for multiple deals to determine average reaction  
⇢ Average across N firms for each event day U  
⇢ Averaging across a large number of firms mitigates noise in the returns   


